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THE IHTHCDUCTI01I

CHAPTET: I
TH3 INTRODUCTION
Although tho problems of the hi *h schools serving
rural youth aro numerous and persistent, many of them are
being overcome by school non and women of vision and ontorprise#

These people have found that duplicating tho pro¬

grams and operational patterns of tho largo high school Is
not tho best way to deal with the limitations of secondary
education inherent in the smallness of available enroll¬
ments, staff, oguipmont, administrative unit, and tho like.
The small high school should stress problems and projects
concerned with the enrichment of daily living now, rather
than the mastery of subjects and textbooks, preparation for
successively higher grades, for college, or for life in the
future, adult world#
Walter 11# Gaumnita, Specialist for Small and Lural
High Schools, Department of Education, Federal recurity
Agency, has stated that one of tho underlying principles for
tho enrichment of the small high school is that the curri¬
culum and its auxiliary programs aro designed for maximum
service to rural youth, and therefore aro concorned most
with those problems and activities which clearly help youth
do better those things which they will have to do anyway,
mad will afford them realistic o >■■ ortunitios to cooperate
among themselves and with others in sha ing their own lives

- 3 and disproving thoir own homos and their immediate communi¬
ties*
It is to be pointed out that while the program of
activities of the snail high school is developed in terms of
the rural environment, and is concerned chiefly with the
enrichment of life in rural America, it must continuously
relate itself to society as a whole*
Basically, then, it appears that rural education
has a major two-fold purpose or coal, if you wish, in tills:
To prop are its youth for living in a rural community in
association with others, by giving him the greatest r^ossible
opportunity to enrich his life now, in his present daily
living*
Just how important is this rural education problem?
ow vast a fiold is rural education?

Let mo answer these

questions as tersely as pos jible by quoting some statistics
from the Office of Education, federal Security Agency, and
from the United States Chamber of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census.
here than seven out of every ton public high schools
of all typos in the

hi ted abates in 19i«j3 wore located in

rural centers of loss than 2,500 population,

statistics

reveal that more than half of the regularly organized four
year high schools in the United

bates have enrollments

smaller than one hundred, and that nearly a fourth more have
enrollments between ono hundred and two hundred*

Four and

-

4-

one-half million youth of high school ago are dependent on
these rural schools for their education*
v/as not. then (1943j in school.
Director of tho Division of
Education, Federal

One in four of them

As pointed out by Galon Jones,

econdary Education, Office of

ecunity Agency, oithor tie educational

services desired are not now sufficiently available to over¬
come tho difficulties standing in t ie way of enrollment and
attendance in these schools, or they arc so lacking in vitalc

ity that disproportionately, they fail to hold these youth
once they do enroll.
'Th&t the problems for providing education for all
rural youtn through the small high schools are manifold, is
quite obvious,

significant progress is being made, that is

true; and it is tho optimistic belief of educators that the
problem can eventually be completely erased.
much ahead that needs to be done.

But there is

By far trie greater portion

of the work to bo done must be accomplished by trie individual
school, and thus the collective accomplishments will even¬
tually * cure the whole.

If each school would endeavor to

improve its ov/n situation — would attempt to correct it3
own specific shortcomings — the entire educational setup
encompassed in the many small high schools would be tremen¬
dously improved.

To discover how one small rural school

might improve its situation to better serve its youth that
they might have the opportunity to improve their living in
their comuni ties, is tho subject of this report.

CHAPTER XI
OUTLINE OP PROCEDURE

' ■ ■%«..

•;

ous&xbs op moommu
The outline of procedure sot forth in this chapter
is the general picture of the procedure which sootaod beet
to fit this particular problem*
0 tut orient of too Problem — Briefly too problem la
tills?

Po discover mother or not the curriculum of belaud

and Cray Seminary# Towashsn-

Vermont, is developing and/or

hanging In adequate strides to prepare the students of to©
i

school for a life and livelihood in tine eontaxmitlos served
by tis school*

It is to be noticed that no attempt will bo

md© to formulate a currlculua which wil'. bo definitely uood
in toe school*

Eathor the goal Is to uncover certain bits

of Info .action, the study of u ieu will loud to the es&ablls
liiant of concrato subjects mid comeo« to bo placed In a
curriculum that has boon thought boot for to© ©cupel iwider
study*
Subjects and naterlala ~~ Th© principal sources of
information, for this problem wore residents of -to© v/ost
Elver Valley area wtio have attended Inland and Gray 3e*staary
dimming the past ten year period, and also officials of the
school, including the present hoadmstor and too past three
uoadmotors, as well as mmtoora of too Board of trustees♦
fiio principal sourco$. of statistical oatoriol other
than that devised frou the; rwtuwsod quodblom&iros, wore
too School accords and to© ihitod States Dopsrtvaont of

~ 7 Commerce, from which source was obtained tho major portion
of tho data concerning business patterns in hindham County
for tho ten year period, a3 woll as all population statis¬
tics.
Also included in tho survey as subjects wero many
of those Valloy residents who have established businesses
in the various communities 3orved by the school#

Also it

was found profitable to contact the following offices within
Windham County and the State of Vermont:

The Brattloboro

Chamber of Commerce* the Vocational Division of tho State
Department of Education* the Vermont Development Commission,
and tho Vermont Unemployment Compensation Commission.
Contact was made with all of the above subjects by
means of questionnaires, letters, and personal interviews*
i

The questionnaires and tho letters of transmittal used may
be found in Appendix II; all correspondence pertinent to the
study may bo found in Appendix III*
Two hundred and eighty-throe questionnaires were
both mailed and delivered to residents of tho area served
by the school*

Of the number delivered and mailed, a return

of one hundred and twenty-two was realised, seventy-nine of
those having been returned by graduates of the school from
the year 19i|Jt through 1953*

Though this figure represents

only about forty-four percent of the total graduate number
for those years, it must bo considered, for purposes of this
3tudy,

as a satisfactory and adequate sampling because of the

a
fact that at lo at tv/onby-fivo porconfc of the total grodu**
ato ntshbor or© unable to bo contacted, ©iron fchouqii school
records -mvo carefully aex,uttals©& and a thorouch eovoraqo
was tmdo in each ooKsmilty*

of tboao oovonfcy-nXn©

Actually# thorefopc, the return

uo 31 Icnnair a s represent a at leant

fifty-five percent of the gra- iuatos waon it was .possible to

loo ato*

In order that soj:sa indication of tno curriculum#
atimdlng# and odueational value of Loland and Gray do; inary
prior to 19ii3 -

could bo obtained, anyone at all inter**

©stod in the ceiled or this study#

von tho v;n he attended

before 1 9 3, and regardless of whether or not he era luutocl,
v/aa invited, and in fact urged* to col plate tno questionnaire
as boot .to was able#

f is aceouats for all questionnaire©

except the seventy-nine discussed above#

...he responses fro:..;

this "outside** group proved taost interesting# as meritlonnoirea
wore returned fro;.; indiv.liv.aXfi wuo had attended tools school
as far bac

as 1GG9I

A stafcl stic ;1 breakdown by years of the roturned
quostioimairos» with Indication given as to graduates and
non-fproduat o, uny bo found below in fa-la 1#
Ifotosod of Girxstry and

valuation — All tno aatorial

gathered for tills study'that w.-a obviously of any practical
value whatsoever was ear of ally sorted into two vitally
important oatogorlosi

fact and opinion*

- 9 -

TABLE I
A Breakdown Of Questionnaires Ho turned From Valley Residents*
Including Those Other Than Graduates Of Tho Period Under Study.

number of Graduates
reporting by year groupings.1910 - 1919 ...

1920 - 1929 ...

If.
3

1930 - 19L2 ... 12
1943 - 1953 ... 79
Total number of graduates ..
Humber of non-graduate3 reporting....
Number of interested outsiders reporting..

98
23

1

Total number of questionnaires returned . 122

One of tho primary considerations which had to bo
constantly kept in tho foreground was this: no attempt was
being made to construct a curriculum; however, to find the
best foundation or course to take in building a curriculum*
Is the sole concern#

In view of this consideration* there¬

fore * a great deal of information gathered from the various
sources, in particular from the area residents* had to be
discarded for much of it was personal opinion obviously not
grounded on constructive criticism.

It was also found to bo

of sound advantage to use actual verbatim quotations at
various points throughout the study; but all quotations are
from individuals who have graduated from the school* and who
wore able to fill out completely the questionnaire sent to them.

10
The actual evaluation of all data gathered was mado
into its final form aftor a series of discussions with quali¬
fied area residents, and a panel discussion among nine inter¬
ested school leaders, including teachers* members of the
Board of Trustees, and parents.
A complete expose of all statistical data, an insight
into much of the personal opinion expressed by Valley resi¬
dents, and a thorough- resume of the above mentioned panel
discussion, together with an evaluation and a statement of
the conclusion drawn from all this accuiulatod material will
be found in the succeeding chapters of this report.

r

/

CHAPTER XII
BACKGROUND TO THE PROBLEM

f

CHAPTER III
BACKGROUND TO THE PROBLEM
In order to understand the problem at hand more
clearly, it is necessary to have a full picture of the major
causes of the problem; in short, v/e must appreciate the
environment of the school in two perspectives:

first, that

of the school itself, and secondly, from the perspective of
the people and communities

3ervod

by the school.

Within

these two perspectives there is a continuous chain reaction —
a change in til© ideas of the people, or more specifically,
a change in the thinking of the parents of the pupils who
attend Lei and and Gray Seminary, together with a change in
the communities, causes a change in the school in terms of
curriculum.

The chain reaction continues:

this change in

the school causes a change in the thinking of tho people,
and more often than not, this will cause another change in
the community, and so on over the years#

Sou© insignt into

this so-called chain reaction of changes as if pertains to
Leiand and Gray Seminary and the people and communities it
serves is presented below.
The School — Leland and Gray Seminary is in name a
private institution which is administered by a Board of
Trustees and is not tax supported#

In function, however,

it Is far different than the private school#

It serves as

tho public high school for an area in Windham County in
southern Vermont that includes eight townships#

In terms of

13 population, the school actually servos 1»*112 people.

This

figure Is taken from the United States Census of population,

1950,

and comprises a little more than one-sixth of the

total population of Windham County*

A breakdov/n of this

population figure by towns, together with an indication as
to the number of children from these towns now attending
Lei and and Cray Seminary is shown In Table IX.

TABLE II
population Of The Communities Served Totally Or Partially
By Leland And Gray Seminary, And The Humber Of Students In
Attendance From Each Town During Tho School Year 1933 - 195lj-*

Township

Total
Population

Ho. of Students
now in attendance.
(X953 -1954)

Athens

139

0

Broohline

132

Grafton

\xZ2

4
4

Jamaica

597

22

Londonderry

953

7

llev/fane

708

14

54

1

Townsliend

584

33

wardsboro

377

20

Windham

lip

2

4,112

107

Stratton

Total

It is to bo called to attention that Table II
includes those towns which are only served in part by the
Saminary*

Those town.3 are Athens, Grafton, V/indham, London¬

derry, and Hewfane*

The total population figure for the

area, 1l#112, represents approxirmtely fourteen percent of
tho total population of Windham County, while the total
attendance figure of 107 represents 3*$6% of the youths of
high, school age in the county, set at an approximation of
3,000.

The remainder of the county with its estimated 2,393

high school age youngsters is served by five other high schools,
ono of which is parochial, ono private, and the others being
public high schools•
Tho Seminary has come down through the years from
1834, v/hen it was ono of the many How England church-affiliated
private academies, to its present position of "public high
school” to the communities served by it.
There ore a groat many changes, as can well bo
Imagined, which have taken placo during those years#

The

curriculum of the school has undergone definite periodic
changes from its original status of one suited to an old
Hew England academy, to that of a curriculum best suited to
the needs of the youth in the area it serves in 1954*
great many of these changes were not come by easily.

A
The

stigma of Yankee traditionalism, which counteracts change,
is always to bo dealt with*

In recent years, however.

©specially during the ton year period covered by this study.

-

1$

~

many what might bo called radical deviations from an academic
curriculum have boon made*

Tabic III below presents a sum¬

mary of the courses added and dropped since the school year
19^3 - 19U1-.

TA3LJ III
The Subjects Added And Dropped During The Ton Year Period
Covered By This Study

School Yoar

I9is3

- 19lj4

Subjoct3 Added

Subjects Dropped

Typing# Shorthand,
Bookkeeping, Art

I9li5 — l9Zjj6

Sociology

194-6 - 1947

Art3 and Craft3
Driver Education
Home Making
physical Education
Enlarged Sports Program
Trado3: welding
Electricity
Carpentry
Cement Work
Printing

1950 - 1951

Trade3: Metal Lathe
Auto Mechanics

1952 - 1953

Spanish
Senior Mathematics
Remedial English
Adult Driver Education

French

Table III shows clearly the influx of courses and
subjects into the curriculum v/hich are primarily designed
to help the student now in his daily living*

Tire installation

of a rather complete fradoa pmgram is to ho noted*

Tho

purpose of this movo vru to establish in the school sqm®
course that would not only have the appeal of practicality
to tiio pupils (a largo percentage of the boys attend the
school solely bee ruse of the trades pro ram), but to establish
a course the practicality of -blah could bo readily soon and
appreciated by the p.^ila*

T;t© need of t: o iaiowledgo of the

fun;:-anon talc by the graduate of the school was the prim©
factor In the os t abl i alm&>nt, in 1 :)$2$ of the course in
Sonior I.lathotmtics — a review of arithmetic and basic algobra*

An attempt to moot the college entrance language re-

qxdromonts, and at the sssrao tine offer only one langua, :© —
a modem language which would have the carry-over and mental
disci ;>Xtn&ry value of Latin — resulted in the acceptance of
Spanish in plae * of French*
It cm easily bo ascertained then, that the curricu¬
lum changes up to tho time of the'writing of this report
have boon satisfactory, but as has happened in many sections
of tho nation since horlt! ::ar XX* tho section served by
Boland end 0ray seminary has boon undergoing change*

?hi®

chany,c la tho principal cause for raven ,;ing of tho curriculum
now*
Briefly wherein lies this ai*oa changeV
The Co .miinitioo Served — In so far* as the people of
the various corsmmitiee are concerned the concensus m®m to
bo that the change in the area is two-fold?

the first.

economic; and trie second, following perhaps as a result of
the first, a change in the thinking of tile people themselves
in regard to the limits to education oven in a rural area
such as this#
Area of Change; Economic — It was not so long ago
that lumbering and all related work such as trucking, saw¬
mill operation and the like comprised the principal occupa¬
tions of the area.

However, the timber line is going farther

and farther north, taking with it the itinerate lumber workers
and their families#

It must not be thought, however, that

lumbering and affiliated work has faded from the picture
completely.

The fact ±3 that these 3till form the basic

Industry#
But today more people in the area are oiuployed in
the nearby factories, particularly in Springfield and
Brattleboro#

A few people have cow farms, many have small

subsistence farms#

Along with this trend is the fac^ that

su :mer trade is fast replacing the lumber work.

This fact

was a part cause of Idle growth of the trades program here at
the Seminary since 19i|.6#

Actually, very little wealth is

created here in those communities; it comes from the summer
people#
Area of Change: Ideas of the People -- It is who
op inion of /many in the area (statistically, 73^ of those
questioned expressed the idea) that it is folly to attempt

to run a school in this section whose solo purpose is to train
youth to live in this area and to make a living in this area;
Some of the so further ad od that such an attempt was not
only folly, but utterly impossible.

By way of summarising

these opinions it may be stated that the idea was put forth
that the only feasible way to conduct a high school in this
area is to establish a curriculum that will prepare the stu¬
dents of that school for life — no matter if the pupils are
to remain in this West River Valley or not.

This consensus

as to the prime goal of a curriculum at Leland and Gray 13
quite clearly brought out in the following few quotations.
From a graduate of the class of 1930:
‘*1 would say that a bettor business course
plus an engineering course should be added.
I believe that the school is non-progressive,
(expressed as a bad feature). •
From a graduate of the class of 1932:
"Teach more responsibility in school for
future life. Teach them each year what
education should mean to them. Teach the
children to make something of themselves*n
From a graduate of the class of 1953*
"The average fanner can derive a lot of
benefit from attending Leland and Gray
Seminary, but a person who intends to do
advance work finds his education lacking...
The activities are abundant and varied, the
Trades course is very good, but the complete¬
ness of academic subjects (is pathetic)..."
From a graduate of the class of Ifi’iS:
"I think that the Trades Course classes are a
great improvement and are really helpful and
practical..."

- 19 From a graduate of the class of 1937:
tr ♦ • .At present I feel that the school
needs very much to foster these quali¬
ties in the students: 1) to bo studious;
2) to respect teachers; 33 to respect
property; k) to use leisure time whole¬
somely, ali in an effort to better Leland
and Gray1s scholastic and moral standing.”
Givon equal stress with curriculum philosophy by
many

>eople, was a desire to improve or tighten up what

sixty-three percent of those who returned questionnaires
considered to be a lax disciplinary program.

(It must

be stated in regard to this matter that the philosophy of
tlio school is one which expresses the idea of selfdiscipline; that is, each student will, if given the oppor¬
tunity, discipline himself and, in a turn-about manner, the
group will also discipline an individual.

Thus, strict

faculty disciplinary measures are considered practically
unnecessary.)•

This desire is pointed up by a number of

quotations, the following of which are illustrative of the
whole.

From a graduate of the class of 1953:
"Stricter enforcement of rules and regu¬
lations ."

From a graduate of the class of 1933:
"Much more discipline snould be instilled..."
From a graduate of the class of 193^:
"Possible shortcomings:
p.L ino.. •"

1) Lack of discl-

20

-

Prom a graduate of the class of 1946 s
"The lac : of discipline Is very evident
and the students tend to be discourteous
and smart alecks, which firm discipline would
correct* Ei$i school years are still forma¬
tive even though young people at that age
should be taug t to bo rosponsible for their
acts. A shove in the right direction is
certainly in order.Tf
Doth of these groups of quotations bring to the
fore the change, as expressed above, that has been taking
place in the minis of many valley residents during the
past few years; and, as also expressed, they point out
the people

*3

prime ideas concerning education in tills

area: first of all, educate the children for a life any¬
where; secondly, educate with discipline.

‘1

y.

if

CUA2T2R IV
SOUS STATISTICS ABD PUBLIC OPINIO®

>

CHAPTER IV
SOME STATISTICS AITD PUBLIC OPIHIOU
From the School Records — One ox* the moat impor¬
tant indieation3 for the need of curriculum study is the
percentage of drop-out3 and transfers from a school with all
attention paid to the causes or reasons for those drop-outs
and transfers.

Information for this study in regard to this

matter was obtained entirely from school records and from
information received from the present headmaster of
Loland and Gray*
Below in Table IV is indicated a year by year summary
of the school enrollment together with the number of drop¬
outs and transfers for any given yeazj.

This will offer a

workable over-all picture of enrollment changes for evaluation

purposes.
It may bo soon quito clearly in this Table that the
drop-out percentage in relation to any given year is high.
During each of six of the seven years for which such informa¬
tion is available, at least ten percent of the student body
transferred or otherwise dropped out of school*

Consider¬

ing the small enrollment, as well as the importance of the
school to the area, this percentage is of considerable
importance.

It Is of interest to note that even in the

present school year of 1953 - 1954 which is but two-thirds
completed, the original enrollment of 119 has been reduced
to tlie present enrollment of 107 •

Tnls figure does Include

- 23 -

TABLE IV
The Enrollment With Drop-out3 And Transfers For The Period
Covered By This Study, in So Far As The Records Wore Complete
In This Matter.
52L'l£?35

School Year

Enrollment
Start of
School Year

Drop-outs

Close of
School Year

During
Year

Previous
Summer

19li-3 - 19W-

36

76

10

?

19m - l9l;-6

94

8I4.

10

9

1946 - 1947

91

83

8

?

1947 - 1943

11 II

101

13

9

1949 - 1950

136

118

10

5

1951 - 1952

122

111}.

8

5

1952 - 1953

120

118

8

6

four drop-outs during the last summer.

•

•

Again, tills repre-

sont3 a dror>-out and transfer percentage of approximately 11#
These figures become all the more impressive when
the reasons for these drop-outs and transfers are placed
beside them.
presented.

Below in Tablos V and VI this situation i3
It is the policy of the school to tale in all

tire youngsters who apply for admission, regardless of ability,
and give them the opportunity to learn and help them to adjust
themselves to living with others in a community such as found

•.'jcaatragasc^ aa^y
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in a school• t us pwparing tuoa For life to this way, even
though they loam nothing from books •
Taulo V shews tho principal reason for transfer <lur~
ing tiJLa porlod to bo tiiafc fas pronto u> vod away.

Bocs uso

of incwinletc records* It amt be pt tatod out fiat tuoro
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might wolL be vitally important reasons as to why the parents
moved away — reasons which would affect this study; but if
such reasons existed, they will unfortunately never bo known*
Equally unfortunate, and also presenting further indication
of the incomplete record situation -which was continuously
proving itself to bo a quite serious obstacle to this study,
is the lack of reasons on record for eleven of those students
who transferred*

These twenty-3ix transfers, because of lack

of information concerning thorn, leave a tremendous gap in
the solution to the curriculum problem at Leiand and Gray.
But that gap is somewhat lessened by the fact that the
number i3 as high a3 twenty-six and does, therefore, at least
present the possibility taafc the cause of some of those
transfers may have boon a curriculum fault.
Table VI, In contrast to the uncertainty of conclu¬
sions to be drawn from Table V, presents a far more vivid
picture,

notice again that this chart does not represent

transfers — it represents, rather, the number of pupils who
stopped their education somewhere between their first and
fourth year of high school.

By far the most significant

figure in Table VI — and probably the most significant sta¬
tistic in the entire study -- is the twenty-five students
(representing only a fraction less than fifty percent of the
total) who stopped their education during their Leiand and
Gray careers did so because they had no interest in the
school and no interest, apparently. In education because they

— pjj —

dici not continue their formal education anywhere.

Tula fact

unquestionably hits directly at the curriculum, for* certainly
it is what a 3chocl has to offer- together with how

ell it

is presented, that seems to be the determining factor as to
whether or not a pupil will remain in school•

That this is

not entirely so, of course, is shown in the reasons for
tire remaining twenty-six drop-out3 — reasons vrdeh aro dis¬
persed into nine different catagories.

Collectively these

have a forceful bearing on the curriculum, as they obviously
indicate poor home life for the most part, and poor community
adjustment which could be somewhat relieved by curriculum
revision.
Four of those nine catagories — Marriage, Broken
Homo, Discipline, and Emotional Instability — have their
roots in the homes*

Indication is given from this fcaat

though these twenty’-six drop-outs are not the cause pri¬
marily of a poor curriculum, it is felt that they can bo at
least partially eliminated in the future by strengthening the
bonds bet eon the school and the community.

Suggestions as

to how this i3 to be carried out are presented in Chapter V.
The Voice Of The People — A good school is one that
meets the needs of its youth as individuals and as members
of society*

Is Lei and and Gray Seminary a good semool when

measured by the yardstick of this common definition?
giving the people of the community what it expects?

Is It
After

all, the school should serve the community, not dictate to
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One of the surest ways of answering those questions is

to go to the public itself — the graduates of the school in
particular, who havo settled down in the areas served by t o
school.

No school can build for* the educational needs and

dosiros of the community without finding out what the people
want.

The paramount thought behind the questionnaire used

for the graduates for this study, was tills: You havo boon
educated at Loland and Gray and now you havo tested the re¬
sults of that education.
ings?

Arc you satisfied with your find¬

If not, where are the shortcomings?
Although it wa3 clearly pointed out in tlio previous

chanter that the consensus is that no school can possibly
oducato for the sole purpose of training for successful liv¬
ing in tiie area sorvod by the school, a great deal of light
was thrown on the basic problem of this study by the answers
received in reply to these two questions: 1) Do you believe
that your education prepared you adequately for successful
living in this aroa?

2) Did your schooling prepare you ade¬

quately for the work which you do now?

A breakdown of the

replies received from the graduates of the period studied is
shown below in Tables VII and VIII.

TABLE VII
Do You Believe That Your Education Prepared You Adequately
For Successful Living In This Area?
Yes

tiS

~~

So
22

~'

Ho Reply
12

— 2d —

TABLE VIII
Did Your Schooling prepare You Adequately For The Work V/hich
You How Do?

Ho

28

44

Partly

Ho Answer

i
j

Yes

n

3

OB vital significance to this study is the percent¬
age ratio of "Yes” and f,Ilotf replies to both questions, in
view of the fact that Table VII has references to prepara¬
tion for living and Table VIII refers to preparation fox'
work*

It is to bo notod that $6*7% of the total number of

graduates from the year 1944 reporting in this study stated
that their education was adequate In preparing them for liv¬
ing In the area, while from Table VIII it is significant
that 53*o7m of those same graduates indicated that their
education at Lei and and Gray did not adequately prepare them
for the work which they now do*

A breakdown of occupations

at present among the seventy-nine graduates contacted is
shewn in Table IX below.

Tills doos not include eight pres¬

ent college students and nineteen housewives who wore not
considered to fall undor the occupation category as used in
this study.
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Two si ?iif leant factor© deduced from a caparison
study of Tables VXXX and Li are those: 1) tho area In two

study offers 1 tblo In th© way of e^loyiaent for (probuafces
of title :iii; • OC .ot i served by it, and what ©malcymnt ther©
la, is boat ;>revaro
prolans and

for a

orontly by a pursuit of a trades

} this, plus fcho reasons for a to ping school

as set forth in Table VI, ooens to Indicate that tea cisericolon la not satisfactorily serving th© eor^nity*
The main industries in tsh© area are luz^rlng,
f&roiny, and the nan-facturo of sanlo products and wood
products, tno latter nontlv of tho snail variety, auafei as
d'U^miion stoc

salad bowls, basoba i.'l bats, wooden eaadLo

holders, and the llteo«

Thera are two furniture mimfacUirta

©stabllshnentc in tho town of fownsaond itself#

This

30

inform!;ton* obtain xl fron the Vsimit Development coctaleelon
ecu -lod with a rostudy of tables XI* heroin to set forth the
additions to the exflpriculisB over the years under study (and
your attrition la oalXod again to tho largo trades program
initiated during this pox lod) * and a rostudy of Tablo VIII
(wuoroIn 55* >?.

of the graduates now working in t o Malloy

stated that their education did not adequately prepare t!us
for the work which tieynow do), loads to the conclusion
that the school should have to provide moro specific oppor¬
tunity for the pupils to learn of t;~>es of work that are
available and to do <ucro lofinlto vocational pl&nnin
possible, before graduation#

if

Though the trades

at

the Soialnary at present is extensive! though it usos as
instructors Valley residents actually employed in the trades
t :®j teach — It Is apparently ina -equate for work in the
Valley area#

In fact, over half of the tod:. ty-aavan co jaents

made In reference to the trades program* indicated that
although the program was a definite asset to the curriculum*
it seacod to bo directed fox* use as a source of maintenance
for- the school plant* and nothing more*
?o use the school as a laboratory for the trades
pupils Is a good thing In two respoetsi first* it cuts the

expenses of the echo* 1* and second* It affords the pupils
a chimeo to nlearn to do by doing#

Xhe to plaint is in the

fact that the ** laboratory* could be enlarged to cover nearly
eight townships* but this is not lono.
this matter follows in Chapter V#

Further 41acueaion of

- 31 From School Authorities — As has boon Indicated in
the earlier portions of this report* a deal of the researc i
and evaluation for this study was done by means of a panel
discussion.

The present section of this chapter is based

primarily on that discussion.
The discussion was hold on the evening of March St

195t*

It included nine persons, all of whom are well versed

in the problems of Leland and Gray.
teachers, and parents.

They included Trustees,

The discussion, which lasted for

four hours, was preceded by a review of all statistics which
had boon obtained in the process of research, plus a clearer
statement of the purpose of the discussion (oven thou.fn the
participants had been informed of the situation in sufficient
tine to prepare themselves for the discussion).
four hour discussion, whic

During this

frequently reached the proportions

of a debate, a great amount of important information was
tossed about and much of it was pinned down so that some
conclusions could be devised therefrom*

This important

information is sot forth in the following paragraphs.
It was stated earlier in the report that the poo>ie
had expressed the idea that the basic philosophy upon which
the curriculum of this school should bo based is one which
advocates education for life, fundamentally, but one which
also has off-shoots in the direction that would educate all
youngsters for living in this area now.

This same idea was expressed by the panel.

The curri-

culuu must be enlarged or enhanced to include all living*
It was stated as factual that there simply are not adequate
opportunities for all the graduates of this school to earn a
living in this Valley*

IJev. rtuoloss, the curriculum must be

so sot up as to provide adequate training for those who will
remain in the area as well as for those who will unquestionably
leave to earn their livelihood elsewhere.
It was felt that the maximum emphasis in the curricu¬
lum of this school should probably fall upon what might be
called ^General Education."

At least eighty percent of the

present student body falls under this category, and it has
boon 30 during each year for the past ten.

Within this system

of general education (or perhaps it should be called Educa¬
tion For Living Now) strong attention should be placed upon
ethic3 and home management, principally, and some broadening
of the social studies program*
As the present social studios program is arranged
there is no opportunity to present a course in civics, and
it is felt that such a course is a necessity.

At present

an attempt to handle this situation is undertaken within the
American History course.

Unfortunately, this places at a

questionable minimum the amount of American History learned
as well as the amount of civics learned.
It was further felt that the ethics course mentioned
above should be brought in as an addition to the social

- 33 studios program*

Tills do sire to placo ethics in the curricu¬

lum is the result of common i-uiowledge that in a great many
casos the home life of the students in the school leaves
much to be desired.

There are broken homes; there are parents

who, at least outwardly, have little regard for the upbring¬
ing of their children in matters pertaining to manners*
It was emphatically brought out in this discussion that such
an addition a3 suggested here to the social studios program
would not in any way involve the teaching of religion.

The

emphasis would be placed upon conduct and morals*
It was also agreed upon in this discussion that the
three present course designations — college preparatory,
commercial, and general, — should bo done away with, and
replaced with a single heading which would be used to
comprise all three categories*

For purposes of college re¬

quirements, job inquiries, and other such circumstances where
specific information would bo required, the office records
(which, of course, includes the pupil’s own personal record)
would bo clearly marked as to the enact preparation each
student had*

It was tho expressed opinion of the panel that

such a system as this would do away with what has proved to
be a psychological block both to the students and to tho
parents*
The college preparatory program as it is now set
up in Leiand and Gray, was felt to be satisfactory except in
the field of mathematics, where it was stated that there was

a need for a third courso in algebra*

lisporienc© h is taught

those in charge that t n student3 entering college, especially
with the desire to parsue an engineering course, have not a
sufficiently strong mathematics background*

There is coverage

oT all the phase3 of math, but that coverage is not deep
enough, especially in the algebra program.
The foregoing paragraphs to this section of Chapter IV
are statements of the conclusions and decisions formulated
by the panel which met on the evening of March 5> , 1951$.*
A complete summary of this chapter is found in the following
section, and in Chapter V an attempt will be made to point
out just how all those conclusions could be possibly placed
within a revised curriculum*
In Six raary — A su marl sat ion of the information ob¬
tained in this chapter is listed below for clarity of ap¬
praisal.

A conclusion to the entire problem* based on this

information, is sot forth in Chapter V.
From the first section of this chapter entitled
From The School Records, the following is deduced;
1.

ig *02-9 of those who stopped their education

before completing high school did so because of lack of
interest

a fault unmlstakedly traced to the curriculum

or facts other than this related to pupil adjustment*
2.

39*32$ of the remaining 50.08$ of those who

stopped their education before completing high ecnool uid
so fox* reasons which can bo true on directly to poor nome
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©nvironsnent.

Tills may well have some tie-up, thou gh snail,

with the lack of favorable community-school relationships.
From the second section of this chapter entitled
The Voice Of Tho People, the folic,ing can bo deduced:
1.

55•op of the total number of graduates contacted

stated that their education at Leiand and Gray did not pre¬
pare then adequately for tho work which they now do as em¬
ployees in tho communities served by tho school.

The vast

majority of these people are employed in saw mills and other
types of skilled and un-skiiled labor.
2.

A faulty trades program seems to bo in evidence.

The consensus is that it should be developed to train fox1 2 * * 5 tho
work available in the area, using tho communities as well
as the school as a trades laboratory.
From the third section of tills chapter entitled
From The School Authorities, tho following 13 deduced:
1.

A course should bo added of such a nature as

would offer training and education in manners and morals,
and in general. Human Eolations.

2.

It would no doubt be advantageous to do away

with the present course designations of General, College
Preparatory, and Commercial, substituting an all-inclusive
heading and keeping tho individual office records adequately
marked for purposes of college application and employment
inquir*ie3.
3*

A separate course in civics should be added to

the present social studies program.

36
4*

A strengthening of the college preparatory
•

i»

i

.

. *

#

mathematics program is called fox-, the start of which may bo
made by the addition of a third year of algebra.
5*

BkTphasis should definitely be placed on the idea
/

of education for life anywhere.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS OP THE STUDY

-, .
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS OP THE STUDY
To state with any attempt at finality just exactly
what may be concluded from the foregoing study is, of
course, all but impossible*

As has boon clearly emphasised

in the early sections of this report, the purpose was not
to establish a hard and fast curriculum, but rather to
establish the popular and professional consensus in regard
to a possible curriculum philosophy.
Unquestionably the strongest and loudest voice was
heard in regard to discipline, standards of achievement,
and effective community living and adjustment*

A great

number of solutions wore offered for each of these problems
some of she i extremely practical and usablo; others of no
value whatsoever*

A careful sifting of the former required

not only a review of statistical material and a careful
evaluation of it, but also required wore discussions of the
school by groups well acquainted with the present curricu¬
lum as well as with the needs of the youth who attend the
school.

The conclusions derived from this work are tersely

set forth in the following paragraphs*
Disci :>line — The laxity in matters of discipline
should be eliminated as much as possible and as much as
would be practical without destroying the philosophy of
the school in this regard, by employing such methods a3
the following:

39
X*

no!:© available a written sot of rogulatiooysi to¬

gether with a list of pisxlsftuaonts for a violation of any
oao of those regulations# and enforce those from the opening
until the closing of the school year*
2*

vjnforco refutations from an affirmative approach,

not from a negative on©#

T tat is,

LlselpXlne slxou 1 i bo

enforced by dreeing to the attention of tho offender that
an alternative action would have boon constructive to binself and those others involved# rather tuaa by ©ipaasising
the fact that he hue violated a regulation, or uy going to
the other e&treuft and ignoring the offense entirely*
3*

If it can possibly bo arranged (the strongest

drawback to tills being the lack of finances) a definite>
cl oar-cut ; guidance program of solo sort should be established
in the oeho*. 1*

,/orkaps the initial ©top to bo taken in tMo

matt or wo Id bo a stronger interaction asioua the faculty,
together with a revfiaping of th© school records, with the
goal in regard to the latter* oeiag the keeping of those
record© as completely u > to date as possible for at least
a five year porlc . after tho pupil has graduated*

A a nas

boon mentioned in Guaptor IV# a major obstacle that had to
bo overcome in tills vary study was the incompleteness of
tho records because of a saost ineffective follow-up program*
„■

!p# . .An atta; |>t should be nmdo to find a system

whereby an absolute ©ilnicsum of students would be in study

hull at any one period*

v;vory effort should bo rando to

arrange each pupil's schedule so that he doou net have a pro*
grau emulating of throe or four* and ecjao times more, «study
halls over a two d.,y purled*

Boti. of those situations ~~ tho

nunbor of pupils in a study hall end the n-nbor of study halls
per pupil ~~ often give rise to disciplinary problem princi¬
pally because of resblonese on the part of the toon-®e® young¬
ster who la required to nit through two or

lV‘11 perio ds In a rev •

one hour study

A groat many education authorities

throughout our country, after ouen e-ipori^eixtlng (both out of
necessity end curiosity) have conclude i that a high school
pupil will loam fur more m an organised, class with teacher
supervision than ho over would in a study hall

study hall Is supervised or not*

whether that

t:aoro lo a strong or^jha-

sis being -placed u. *on tho elimination of study halls in so far

u$ such an action is possible toad feasible.

Standards of Achievement

It is believed that

one of the school1 b basic problems axistod in the suet ter
of standards#

Because of a limited faculty it is

bio to conduct all classes singly as wouX
way*

bo the ideal

Heny el asses In the school oust bo doubled, either

by co:ubit In,;: subjects in separate courses ouch as collegeCoia orclal fnglXshj by combining yeara, such as fresh ansophomore English; or finally, by eodbini&g beta subjects
and years, each as Jt^lor-3 arilor 0ollogo-cosssorc ial English.

—

!]J.

—

As the school Is now set up, diplomas are awarded
for the satisfactory completion of throe separate courses
of study: College, Com -ox'cial, and General.

The titles of

those courses are clearly indicated on each diploma*

But

this situation exists: a student may persue a college pre¬
paratory course for four years, but for somo reason, which
for the most part is unavoidable, he has boon required to
take a course in General English for one year.

Because of

this fact h© cannot receive a college preparatory diploma*
Ills diploma, through no fault of his own, is boldly marked
General*

Llany colleges and institutions of higher loami

ing will not accept this student, or if they do, it is
because they still have room for one more after they have
selected all those who have applied for admission with
a diploma marked equally as bold:

College preparatory.

There was no question in the minds of the vast
majority of the people contacted for this study that tills
situation, in this school, does place a stigma on the idea
of education.

The situation here is sued that grouping of

any sort — Intelloctually or according to desired courses
is just about as impossible as a situation can be.

Cuu

of this rise many uncomfortable predicaments, not the
least of which is the fact that there are parents who push
xheir youngsters into a college preparatory program much
♦

-,o

the ultimate harm of that youngster simply because, in

ill reality, that boy or girl ia not intellectually capaole

of doing the work required*

There are far more cases, how¬

ever, at the other extreme to this.

There are parents

of children who aro quite gifted Intellectually, who show
no interest in their child*3 education other than that the
child bo put through four years of high school.

There is

no question at all that thoso predicaments aro easily
or at least adequately handled in the large high schools.
These schools usually have an excellent guidance program
carried out by guidance experts; they usually have facul¬
ties of such a size that homogeneous grouping is the rule
rather than the exception; and thoy have the financial
stability that Lei and and Gray does not have.
In view of all this it seemed best that an attemot
«s»

should be made to do away with the stigma of course desig¬
nations rather than continue with the titles of General,
College Preparatory, and Commercial.

Such a designation as

High School Co verse Of Study or its equivalent should be
substituted, wherein the school records would have a list¬
ing of the specific subjects persued to bo used In reply
to college inquiry.

This would undoubtedly relieve what

is obviously a tremendous psychological block both to the
pupil and to his or her parents.
It is plain then that the standard of achievement
for Loland and Gray students would be In terms of behavior
and individual ability to learn, rather than in terms of
the mastery of subject matter*

Tula would require, of

course, that administrative procedures be devised so that
data and information on individuals and groups are made
available to teachers so that they may bo used in indivi¬
dualizing instruction.
hffoctivo Co .munity hiving and Adjustment — This
study has brought out a great number of weaknesses of
Loland and Gray Seminary, some of which aro no fault of
the school nor of those connected with it, some of which
are insignificant, faults though they may be, and a third
group which must be corrected and which is within the
power of the school to correct.

Two from tills group have

just been stated in previous paragra>hs, but perhaps the
greatest weakness of all is a very noticeable lack of
community-school relationships with the consequent effect
on curriculum.
A number of people with whom the author spoke had
a number of comments to the of feet that they felt that the
public has been and is being ignored in regard to the op*

oration of the school.

/

Confronted with the fact that this

is, after all, a private school and not a public institu¬
tion, they replied for the most part that the area is too
tightly knit to allow the school to function as a private
school, even in the remotest way.

They felt that as long

as fcho school operates supposedly as a public school there
was no reason why some such organization as a Parent-Teacher
Association could not be formed.

It was further brought out

that the school cannot. In all fairness tc Itself, to the
students who attend the school, and to the people In the
area, Isolate itself as i3 frequently t :© case with a
true private school*

Indeed, in order for a school to

survive at all, it must cooperate o .only with tire public
it serves.
But the mere cooperation is not sufficient — there
must bo a purpose behind this cooperation.

Aft ox- a study

of tho philosophy of tills school, and after a careful look
once again at the very problem of this report, there is
no question that the cooperation needed between school and
community must also be carefully directed toward certain
goals and must not be used as an end in itself.

It was

tho expr-ossed opinion of everyone contacted that the re¬
sources of the communities for work, culture, and recrea¬
tion wore, for- tho most part, meager.

This study points

out that these problems of the communities could be used
to px-ovido educational experiences to enrich tire lives of
the students In this school.

The high number of drop-outs

(you are again referred to Tables IV and VI) indicate that
the school needs to provide work which Is more functional
and more in keeping with she ability o~ tno various people.
Perhaps the principal ends to which the si gits Oj.
this cooperation could aim are these* 1) To establish a
stronger bond between the school and the community v/nicn
it sei'vos; 2) to aid in tho social development of the

youth; and 3) to improve community appearance by incor¬
porating the physical need of the community into the pro¬
gram in order to give practical experience to the trades
pupils#
It appears to be In evidence that the curriculum
of the school could be tremendously enhanced as a servant
to the area by strengthening the trades program.

Leiand

and Gray does use its trades program extensively for school
plant improvement, but thi3 barely scratches the surface
of possibilities for practical experiences, paid or unpaid.
One suggestion v/a3 brought to the author^ attention which,
when related to other people, met with on© hundred percent
approval.

That suggestion is this:

Make a list of repairs

needed in the various homos, churches, and public buildings
and then selecting those which would best fit into a trades
program, establish a course or courses based on these present
needs.

The idea behind this suggestion m s twofold — not

only to give the youngsters a positive, practical oppor¬
tunity to learn and to use what they learn in a positive
way, but also it would place the most important part of any
school —— tile students —— in tno midst oi. the public, tii
paving the way toward better and stronger public relations#
This operation need not be, and in fact it snoulci not be,
on a large scale basis.

There would be need for little

expense other than what was incorporated for the trades
program at present, for the community and. hue people would

-

LG

-

supply the working materials for* ninox* home and building
repairs and for the beautification of the grounds, whether
around those homes, or around tho public buildings, or in
any village common*

Once again, both the services rendered

to the community and the good accomplished through this
method alone of improving public relations, would be im¬
measurable#
Undoubtedly there are other areas in which effective
community living and adjustment could be taught to the
pupils of tho school.

But before this teaching can take

place a study must be made of the future possibilities of
the area especially in terms of tho economic•

But it must

be kept in mind during such a survey, though, that a com¬
munity is not made up solely of occupations nor trends nor
statistics, oven.

Communities rise and fall with the people

in them, and if these people cannot find it within thoir
moans .or* control to cooperate with each other, there will
bo no community*

In a small rural area so sparsely settled

as is that seized by the school, it appears that one of tho
greatest lessons that can be taught to the students of that
school is the lesson of "getting along with youx' fellow men*"
Tills can bo accomplished through giving the youngsters in
the school the opportunity of learning about pooplo in this
community.

This would involve a study of the various oc¬

cupations in the area, actual association with the people
who arc employed in these various occupations, a study of

his own community, his own town, his own county# his own
sfcato•
Often pupils ask why they are mad© to study certain
subjects*

Many times the answer is given to the effect

that they must study these subjects bocause through some
long, drawn-out orocess imbedded in the wisdom of philos¬
ophy they will be able to live bettor among their followmen.

And once in an un-philosophical while a youngster

will come back with this question: "But how will this help
me to live with my neighbor?"

And that question should

always bo answered with: "It won1t, unless you study your
neighbors first."
This so or. is to be the basic purpose for communityschool cooperation*

Here at Leian l and Gray# indeed in

the communities themselves, too many people know only
names — na os of people and names of tilings — but that
Is all.

Some sort of program needs to be set up in the

school that would do away with, at least partially, this
state of affairs.

It is believed that a more practical

appllcation of the trades program in using the community
as a trades laboratory# and perhaps finding opportunities
for giving some practical experience in the various stores,
offices# and oven private homes, to the advanced commer¬
cial students are at least two of the more practical ways
of accomplishing tills.

But oven basic to using the

community is the conclusion drawn from many comments to
the author to the effect that a great deal more time should
bo spent in listening to the community, and not ignoring
it when it comes to the operation of Loland and Gray

*
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APPKBDIX I
'HIE CURRIOULUT.I OP LELAIJD AMD GRAY SEI.iXHAEY

1953 - X9S4-

PRESENT CURBICUU3M AT LEMS© AND GHAT SEMINARY

1953 to 195k

College Preparatory Course:
English
k years (College Commercial)
Languages—Latin
2 years (More by arrangement)
Spanish
2 years (More by arrangement 5
Mathematics—Algebra 1
1 year
Algebra 2
1 year (Intermediate Algebra)
Plane Geometry 1 year
Solid Geometry and Trigonometry 1 year
Science—General Science 1 year
Biology
1 year
physics
1 year
Chemistry
1 year.
Social Studios—Social Studios 1
19 v/ooks
World History 1 year
American History 1 year-—11th or 12th grade
Sociology, Economics, Ethics (If enough Interest
13 shown to warrant)
physical Education
k years (Required 3 years)
General Course
English
k years (General)
Sup elementary Englisli
l\. yeax-s if desired (Remedial)
mathematics--General mathematics
19 weeks
Senior Mathematics
1 year
Science--General Science and/or
1 year (Gon. Science reBiolcgy
1 year quired 9th gz»ade)
Social Studies--Sccial Studies 1
19 weeks
World History
1 year
American History 1 year—11th or 12th grade
Sociolc ;y, Economics, Ethics (if enough interest
is shown to warrant)
Practical Arts—Homo Economics
k years
Arts and Crafts
k years
Trades
l\. year’s
Driver Education
1 year
Physical Education
k years (Required 3 years)
Corr.iorcial Com’so
English
k years (Collego Commercial)
Mathematics—General Mathematics and/or
19 weeks
Algebra
1 year
Science—General Sc 1 once and/or
1 year
1 year
Biology
Social Studies—Social Studies 1
19 weeks
1 y©ax>
World History
1 year--11th or 12th grade
Amo ri c an H 1st ory
Conmerc ial—Typing
2 years (in some cases 3 years)
2 years
Shorthand
Bookkeeping
2 years (in some cases 3 years)
physical education
k years (Required 3 years)
Students who select classes from all courses and do not com¬
pletely fulfill the requirements for the college or commercial
courses are considered as general course students.

/
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LETTER TO ACCOJ/JPAEY QtJESTIOIJNAIRE TO PAST STUDEIITS--

Dear Friend of Leiand and Gray Seminary:
The purpose of the questionnaire which accompanies tills
letter is to enable us, through your answers, to arrive at
3one conclusion in regard to the possible re-construction of
tlie curriculum at Lei and and Gray Seminary so that our gradu¬
ates may bo hotter prepared to earn a livelihood within the
communities served by the school«
Less than a quarter of tie graduates of this school dor
ing Idle past two decades have remained in the communities to
settle and work*
The consequences over a period of years of such a situa
tion can bo very detrimental to the Valley. There is a need
in tiiG'so communities for the high school graduate and to find,
with as great an amount of accuracy as possible, where this
need is most accuto, and to discern how Leiand and Gray can
best aid in overcoming this neod, is the concern of this
aue 31ionnaire•
Please do not sign this questionnaire.
I ask only that
you be as aceurato as possible#
If there is any question
which you cannot answer with absolute certainty, please leave
it blank.
It is very important that each answer be accurate.
You nay return the questionnaire by one of the students, or
mail it directly to the school in the enclosed envelope.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank you sincerely
for giving your time to this project. The results of this
entire work will, of co rse, bo made available to the public
upon completion*
Gratefully yours.

Charles F# Plimier

qU TSTIONUAIRE FOR 051033 WHO ATT tHDilP LSbAITD ARP GRAY SEhlliARY-(1) If you graduated from Inland and Gray
Seminary, please indicate the year of graduation.19
(2)

If you did not graduate, but did attend the
school, what was the last yaar of your attendance?....*19,_

(3)

How many years have you livod in the host
River Valley area?._.

(hr)

Are you presently employed in the .Vast
River Valley area?#..........yes

no

(5)

If so, would you please state your occupation?«*«♦

_

(6)

Do you bollove that your education prepared
you adequately for successful living in this area?•.yes

no

Did your schooling prepare you adequately
for tho work which you now do?*......yo3

no

(7)
(8)

What school subject has been of the LEA of
PRACTICAL value to you?._.

(9)

How much has your high school education helped you in being
successful In the things which everyone needs?....
Very lit- Some help Very much
tie help
help
1. Getting and holding a job?
Zm Keeping family life happy?
3. Saving & spending money wisely?
Ij,. Enjoying reading, art, music?

~~
'

~~
'

.

5# Using leisure time well?
6. Getting along well with other
people?
7. Using good English?
. Being an active citizen?

8

9 * P r ac tic I rig goo :l he al th hab its?
(10), On the reverse side of this sheet, would you please add any
information which you think would be useful to this work; in
particular, any comments you may wish to make in regard to
what you feel might b© the cause of any whort-comings at
Leland and Gray Seminary.

LOTTES TO ACCOIiFAIIY QITJSTIOIffiAIRE TO IIEADlIAbTKRS--

My dear Hr..
Permit me to Introduce myself briefly.
I am
Charles plumer, at present a teacher at Leiand and Gray Semi¬
nary in Townshend, Vermont. At tlio moment I am engaged in
writing ny thesis for the Master’s degree, based upon analysis
and possible revision of the present curriculum of this school.
Thus this letter to you, a former headmaster of Lei and and Gray.
I felt that in writing to you I could perhaps obtain soi.ie
first-hand information, opinions, and suggestions based upon
your experiences here at the Seminary that would prove
useful to me.
You are undoubtedly aware of the handicaps under
which this school is functioning. I am not interested in
these for this thesis, but will keep strictly within the
limits of curriculum Investigation and research. Suea mat¬
ters as administration, faculty, discipline, school plant, and
til© like will be considered only if it ovolvos that it Is
absolutely imperative to include them.
I mention this in
order that you might 1-mow the limits of the problem which I
am. undertaking, and thu3 I hope to minimize any inconvenience
to you. Tile questions on the enclosed form, therefore,
should be answered with this in mind*
I wish to take this opportunity to thank you for giv
ing your time and assistance to this project.
Very gratefully yours.

Charles F. Plumer
end •
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Huxabar of years of administrative work at beland aiid
Gray S’x.i&naryv
....... • ,. n _r.,jr&&rs » Frcu ly _w to 19
Fron a .•;> .,p;:i view- >oi»b, what ..c-.-ltl

^

rou personally congld-

or to bo the nest important educational feature of island
and Gray during your period of. service in t ..o school?
(this saay include any feature of the school organisation
whatsoever* 5
3*

'zom a faculty view-noint, mat would be your answer to
quSGTICK *U07

!;•

In any curriculum work v/hieh you undertook as an acfeainiatrafcor at Poland and Gray, what <iid you find to bo your

two great at obstacles?

Your t

greatest assets?

CB£?AC&33
*

1

■ >

A33EM
1*
r>.

5*

Vihatf in your opinion, would bo bho basic subjects to be
te;^ In a rural scum 1 sue', as Poland and Gray, a aide
from those required by law? (pioaoe give your suggest!on
as to the number of years a student uncut! pursue each
subject.)

6.

If t: ioro oho id ho'a division of currioul -m (i.o,, Gener¬
al, Coli icrcial, Collo, e preparatory, as is now the case
in this school}» would yog advocate grouping the divisions
in any way, such as Co ilo@o-Caat:»rcial nglian, and the
Hire?

7*

’if your- answer to fU t/HOIl 6 is Y33, what do you consider
the most favorable grou inr aceomilrg; to cu:. dcidLa for
belaud and Gray?

Ccohereiul - General
0 o 11 ego - 0omiorc ial
College - General

3.

If you do advocate grouping, but believe it should NOT
exist In certain subject fields at I, ©land and Gray, would
you please check those subject fields from among the
following:
English
Social Studies

Mathematics
Trades

Sc1enc e
Arts and Grafts

(This question refors to such a grouping as Go legeCommercial English, or Commercial-General Science, and
the like*)
/

9*

If you have any further information or suggestions that
you believe may be of help in tills study, or if you wish
to enlarge on any answer given above, would you please
continue on this separate sheet*

APPENDIX III
CORRESPONDENCE PERTINENT TO THIS STUDY

•
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Post Office Box ?6
Townshend, Vermont
October iff., 1953

Brattleboro Chamber of Commerce
Brattleboro
Vermont
Deal’ Sir:
I am in the process of doing research pertaining to
a possible revision of the curriculum of Deland and Gray
Seminary, the emphasis being upon this general problem:
—How can v/e bettor prepare the pupils at Deland and Gray
Seminary to make a livelihood within the West River Valley?
This, summarised, is the question to be answered.
In lieu of this endeavor, I am writing to you in re
quest of any information you would be able to offer me in
regard to industry, population changes, inlustrial and com¬
mercial developments, and the li ;:e, which have taken place
in the Valley — or in the area covered by your office —
during the past five to ton years. Any pamphlets, bulle¬
tins, circulars, or mimeographs pertaining to the above
would be greatly appreciated.
Should there bo a charge
for any of this material, I 3hall forward the price to you
Immediately.
I wish to thank you now for your kind assistance in
this matter.
Sincerely yours.

Charles m. Flumer
Engliah Department
Leland and Gray Seminary
Townshend, • Vermont

December X, 1953

United States Department of Commerce
Bureau of the Consus
Washington, D. C.
Dear Sir:
At the suggestion of the Vermont Development Com¬
mission I am writing to you in request of occupational
information concerning .indham County, Vermont, for tho
period 19fc3 - 1953*
I ara interested in any such inf er¬
as

1.) population statistics*...any changes ovor
2*)

3*)
l\)
5*)

the period to be covered*
Employment statistics... *hov/ many employed
in the county for each year?
Typos of industries, and how many persons
employed by each?
Humber of establishments operating in each
trade or industry.
Average sales and salary statistics for
each industry#

Thank you for your

:ind assistance in this matter.
Vory sincerely yours.

Charles F. Plumer
English Department
Lei and and Gray Seminary
Townshend, Vermont

Post Office Box 76
Town sh end, Vermont
October 16, 1953

Mr* Harold F* Graeme, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial education
State Department of Education
Vocational Division
Jv ion tp el lor, Vo rtaont
Dear Mr* Graemes
Allow no to introduce myself briefly* I am
Charles F. plume:., teacher of history and languages at
Leland and Gray Seminary, Townsiiend, Vermont*
I am at
present employed in research — as a project for the
school and also as my thesis for the degree of Master of
Sclonce in education — pertaining to the possible recon¬
struction of our curriculum here, emphasis being upon such
a curriculum as would best prepare our students for a live*
lihood here in the V/est 1 Ivor Valley area* A recent
study uas shown that far too great a percentage of our
graduates — and oven those who drop from school before
graduation — leave the Valley, and many leave the state,
to seek employment*
Though our curriculum is now of a throe-fold
div sipning# i.e.. College Preparatory, Commercial, General
(the latter centered around a Trades program), it is felt
that perhaps oar trades courses should bo strengthened,
either by enlarging on the present courses themselves,
or adding other courses.
Undoubtedly you are familiar with this area of
tho state, perhaps with Leland and Gray* Our budget is
small but, if it" is at all possible, we hope to find a
means wit. .in the budget to serve better our community
of eight town shins •
It is a cGiuiuaity void of largo in¬
dustry, Lumbering and the affiliated occupations are slow¬
ly fading, and the toui'ist business, with its offshoots,
seems to be taking over* At a first glance this tourist
movement aoeears to be a matter for major concern in this
project, but I am endeavoring to obtain as^much profession¬
al o inion on the entire subject as possible*
Thus I am writing to you, asking if you would
have material in your department that would aid in this
work*
Porhap3 the follow ng breeds-down would be of use
to you in this:
(1) Basic requirements for a satisfactory Trades
program in tho small high school*

(2)
(3)
(it)

Possible ways and neons of enlarging a
Trades program#
The assimilation of the trades course into
the rest of the curriculum.
Approximately what percentage of a pupil *s
high school education should bo devoted to
trades in a school which is not primarily
an industrial institution?
(I ash this
because our trades program is small and
11 incomplete” in regard to thoroughness, and
I wonder if a child is not wasting his time,
in a way, with an "incomplete” program.}

If you do have information such as this, or
information related in any way to our problem here at Leland
and Gray Seminary, I would greatly appreciate it if you
would forward such material to me*
If there is a charge
for any pamphlets or bulletins which might bo pertinent,
I shall forward the money to you immediately.
I wish to take this op ortunity now to thank
you for your time and for whatever assistance you may be
able to offer in tills project.
Very sincerely yours.

Charles P# Pinner
Poland and Gray Seminary

Hov ember 1!l, 1953
Vermont Development Commission
Montpelier
Vcmont
Door Sir:
I am in the process of doing research pertaining
to the possible revision of the curriculum hero at Poland
an l Gray Seminary, the amp a sis being upon this general
problem: How can we better prepare the pupils of Leland
and Gray Seminary to make a livelihood within the dost
River Valley? This, siusmariaed, is the question to be
answered*
In lieu of this endeavor, I am writing to you at
the suggestion of the Brattleboro Chamber of Commerce in
request of any Information which you v/ould be able to offer
me in regard to industry, population changes (and WHY these
changes), industrial and commercial do vo 1 opments, .and the
like, which have taken place in Windham County and/or the
host Liver Valley area during bhe past ton or so years.
(My study covers specifically tho ton year period from
195-3 bo 1953- )• Any pamphlets, bulletins, circulars, or
miiuGOgrapi 13 pertinent to tho above v/ould bo greatly appre¬
ciated.
Should there be a charge for any of tills material,
I small forward the price to you immediately upon the
roceipt of your bill.

1 wish to thank you now for your kind assistance
in this matter.
Sine orely yours,
Charles L. Plumer
'Hngl i sh Dopartmont
Lei and and Gray Seminary
Townsaend, Vermont

COPY
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STATE OF VERMONT
Development Commission
Montpelier

COPY

IT o v edb er 19, 195 3

Mr* Charles F* Plursor
English D©p*t
Loland and Gray Seminary
Town abend, Vermont
Dear Hr* Plurser:
In reply to your letter of November Ik, 1953, we
are sending you the Information we believe pertinent to your *
request.
The following figures* you will note, are for
19lp, or previous to that figre. These are our latest# You
might, perhaps, write the U. 3. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, V/ashing ton, D* C. for further, and,
perhaps, more up-to-date infor. ation.
"Retail, wholesale, and service establishments
located in Windham County showed a substantial expansion in
dollar volume of trade from 1939 to lyko.
^Retail sales in the county during 19^8 aggregated
020.0 million, an increase of 1 %h. percent over the 11.0
million in 1939, when the preceding Census of Business was
taken.
Wholesale sales in the county reached a total of
§16*3 million in 19lj.8 as compared with '6*9 million in
1939• The service trades included in the Census of Business
recorded receipts totaling 0982 000 in 19^8 compared with
537,000 in 1939*

,

"Employment in the county also xioso over the 9~yoar
period between 1 39 and 1 i|.3 for the abovo trades. Estab¬
lishments in these trades reported in a combined total of
l,76l paid employees for the workweek ended nearest November
15, 19^8* T iis compared with a total of 1,560 employees
reported for the week of November 15, 1939*

Following is a chart listing specific figures for the county
of Windhams

2
Mr* Charles F* Pluner

Hovember 19# 1953

Trade group
Kind of Business

19n8 Sal os and
Hoc o lpts
(Thousand dollars)

Hetail trade, total
Food group
Eating and drinking places
General merchandise group
Apparel group
Furniture, hoiaef umi shing s, appl lane e
Automotive group
Gasoline service stations
Lumber-bull ding-hardwar o group
Drug and proprietary stores
All other retail stores

c

•g0

Ho# of
3s tabli srsnont s

27,953

97
50
29
25

7,671
1,525
3,332

1,009

22

71

647
3,903
l,40o
2,230
654
5,52o

33

16,323

113

982

66
k7

oil
371

Hotels

16

733

Tourist Courts and Camps

10

73

Amusements

11

328

Wholesale Trade
Selected Service Trades,total
Personal services
All other service trades

2k
53

21
8

Following aro a list of figures for nnnufacluring
establisir,ionts in Windham county:

1947

Ho* of
Establishments

97

All ifn-'loyoos
Humber Salaries
3,273

7,733

Production Workers
Harbor
Wages,total
2,935

Value added
by Mfg*
16,387

6,563

(Honey figures in thousands of dollars)
Ho* of
Establi shmont o
rfL
5o

1939
Humber of production
workers

1,941

Value added by
Manufacture

3,791

3
Mr* Charles P. Plunor

November 19$ 1953

I hop© that the figures previously given are of
sor-ia value to you.
The Vermont Unemployment Compensation
Corimission night also be of value.
Wo are sending you under separate cover our
booklet Directory of Vermont Manufactured Products.
Sincerely,

/a/
Paul R. Andrews
Industrial Research

Docembor 10, 1953

Superintendent of Documents
Government printing Office
Washing ton 25 > 0* C.
Dear Sir:
Enclosed find a postal money order for the
sum of hi*20, in return for which ploaso forward
to mo the following publications:
(1)

1950 Census of Population—Vermont*
Booklet lie. P-b!.;5 Price: 6Op7

(2)

1951 County Business patterns^ part 2,
How England State3* Price 6Op

Thank you kindly for your attention to this
matter*
Sincerely yours

Charles F* Plumor
Post Office Box ?6
Townahead, Vermont

’

*•

December 1, 1953

Vermont Urior.ployi.ient Compensation Division
Dontpolior
Vermont
Dear Sir:
I am in the process of doing research pertaining to the
possible revision of the curriculum :ore at Deland and Gray
Seminary, the emphasis being upon this general ’ problem: How
can wo better prepare t ;o pupils of Leiand and Gray Seminary
to mace a livelihood in the West River Valley? This, summar¬
ized, is the question to be answered.
In lieu of this endeavor, I am writing to
gestion of the Vermont Development Commission in
formation concerning the employment situation in
during the past ton year period* I am primarily
such information as

you at the sug¬
request of inv/indham County
interested in

1*) V/liero lies the greatest employment need in the
county? In the 17©st River Valley?
2*) How frequently does the need emphasis change, if
at all?
3*) During the period from 19--3 to 1953 inclusive,
what occupations have had the LEAST difficulty
in obtaining workers? which have had the HOST
difficulty?
I|.) Con the answers to question 3 be attributed to
any one or two particular causes?
Hay I thank you now for your kind assistance in this mat¬
ter*
Please bill me for any pamphlets or bulletins which you
could send me that you feel would be of help to me*
Very sincerely yours.
Chari©3 F. Flamer
Engl i sb Dep ar tiilent
Post Office Box 76
Townshend, Vermont

vmmm rntmtsomsm

coivipi^&atioh com:mission
Montpelier
COPY

COPY
Docembor 7 $ 1953
Mr* Charles F* Pluner
Bagl 1 sii Dop ar tmont
Lei and and Gray Seminary
P. 0. Box 76
Townabend, Vormont
Dear Mr* plunor:

I regret that the Commission does not hav. readily
available data that might yield adequate answers to the inter¬
esting questions raised in your letter of December 1st.
Data, by county, closely allied to those you are
seeking arc published by tho Buroau of the Census, U* S*
Department of Comierco* The following may be procured from
tho Super Intendon t of Documents, Government Printing Office,
Washington 2d, D. C*:
(1)

1950 Census of Population - Vermont: Booklet
Ho. P-B15; Price oGp

(2)

1951 County Business Patterns, Part 2, Hew
England States; Price 60^

If you are not already familiar with these publications, you
may find thorn of value for your purposes*
Two factors In the field of occupational require¬
ments worthy of consideration appear to bo of basic signi¬
ficance in such a study a3 your*3. first, tho industrial
composition in any given area (including its access (i.e*
commuting) territory') is the controlling element, and is —
particularly at present in view of mounting competition for
industrial development in many communities — extremely
difficult to forecast* Second, tho supply of labor, and its
relative shorta ;o or surplus aspect, in given occupational
categories changes constantly in accord with both the ebb and
flow of industrial production and climatic conditions; this
is partly reflected in the ups and downs in tho size of the

Decolor 7* 1953

Mr. Pluvior

labor force| and partly by shifting occupational patterns
as individuals respond to employers* needs and other pressures.
Actually, the past decade has boon productive of
so many industrial changes and consequent oaploynent swings
resulting therefrom that forecasts of probable future trends
based on the record would not appear to bo an especially good
risk. As a generality about all that can bo said about Vermont * 3
labor supply in postwar years is that agriculture and logging
have shown consistent shortages. Tills is far from enlighten¬
ing, but in practically all other respects the record as been
highly uneven.
If convenient for you to come to Montpelier, it
is entirely possible that wo might prove of more specific
assistance to you than it is possible to bo by correspondence.
In addition, first hand information on local occupational
conditions c m bo obtained from the Commission*s local Smpioymont Offices in Brattleboro and Springfield•
Very truly yours,

/s/
v;«

Bruce Morgan, Acting Chief
Hesearch and Statistics
Y/BM-HHJ: jml

On letterhead stationery, the following letter was sent to:
Rev* Dr# Session
Rev. hr. Reynard
Dr. Carlo3 G. Otis, H. D.
Mrs. Robert Kearloy

Mrs. Margaret Dauchy
Mr. Ilathan Dauc iy—Treasurer
L. G. S.
Hr. Warren Patrick
Hr. Ai-lo ?. Monroe, Headmasto

February 20, 19A

Dear....
I wish to extend an invitation to you to attend a meeting at
the -Science Hall in Townshend on Friday, March 5th, at
8;00 p. M« to discuss the pros and cons of the curriculum
at Del and and Gray.
In order that you might have some idea of the topic as it will
be discussed, let me mention here that there is ono question
to bo answered: What is the substance of a curriculum that
would be of the greatest bonefit to Leiand and Gray pupils?
or In our currie ilum, ./hero s ould the emphasis be placed in
order to give the student the best possible chance to made a
livelihood in the West River Valley?
T-ue question may bo attacked from many sides (indo d, that is
hoped fori), and your opinions, criticisms, and suggestions
will bo a shod fox* in a panel discussion which will last only
so long as constructive, specific information is offered*.
I do hope that you will be able to attond and help us in this
under talcing.
Sinceroly yours.

Charlqs F• Plumer

Approved by:

